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Abstract
In this paper the properties of an algebraic fuzzy structure are investigated in detail.
The structure is suitable for modeling classifications through clusters composed of
conventional sets and fuzzy attributes. We show that the structure is an integral com-
mutative l-monoid. The expressive power of the structure is such that several situations
can be viewed as classification problems, e.g., fuzzy assessment of students, user mod-
eling for fuzzy hypermedia systems, spaces of the cognitive states of the user of a tu-
toring system, financial investments, medical diagnoses. The problem of getting the
unknown classification beginning from the final classification is deeply investigated and
it is shown that the problem is strictly related to the solution of an equation in the
monoid. Thus it is possible to construct procedures of the type ‘what happens if’ which
permit to attain significant results both on the theoretical side and the applicative one.
Finally, by means of this approach, both the absolute and the relative relevance of an
attribute are defined and evaluated, given a universe of discourse and a set of classifi-
cations. Moreover, this couple of features allow to develop a sophisticated analysis of
how a new attribute can be obtained beginning from a set of attributes. Ó 2001 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In many situations in the field of scientific research and its applications the
necessity arises, in order to solve a specific problem, of classifying the elements
of a set with as to a given feature. As a consequence of this need, clustering
algorithms have seen an explosive development over the past 20 years
[1,2,9,11–16,23,25,27,28] and a large set of techniques and methods have been
applied to data originating in various contexts. We just quote medicine (clas-
sification of diseases), archaeology (classifications during excavations), as-
tronomy (clustering of galaxies), economy (clustering of firms), and so on.
Clustering techniques distribute the elements of a set as to a given feature. For
example, individuals in a population can be clustered according to their tall-
ness.
Researchers in the field have been investigating mainly two classes of
problems:
• given a classification of the universe of discourse, single out the rules to as-
sign each element of the universe to a specific class;
• given a universe of discourse, classify its elements according to specific goals.
From the formal point of view, the problem can be specified as follows:
Let I  fa1; a2; a3; . . . ; ang be our set and X  x1; x2; x3; . . . ; xn be the n-ple
of assessments of the elements of I as to a specific feature C, i.e., xi is the as-
sessment of a2 as regards C, and so on. The problem to be tackled is to single
out, given the n-ple X , clusters that represent a partition of I. Moreover ele-
ments belonging to the same subset should be classified as similar as regards C,
whereas elements belonging to dierent subsets are classified as dierent.
It is also possible to widen the problem by introducing an optimality crite-
rion, e.g., a function denoting the levels of desirability of possible partitions
[11].
In clustering problems involving quantitative data a suitable distance
(measure of dissimilarity) or an anity index (measure of similarity) can be
introduced to cope with the values arising during measurements [11].
In general, clustering algorithms are based on these two techniques:
(a) single out either the partition that minimizes the dispersion within each
cluster(1975) or that maximizes the dispersion among clusters (variance-based
partition algorithms);
(b) construct hierarchical-like clusters, in which data are organized ac-
cording to a nested sequence of groups (hierarchical algorithms).
The methods so far sketched out require that each element belong to one
and only one cluster, thus they are based on numerical quantities and relative
numerical manipulation. In fact we have that the situation is rather vague, the
elements are each other ‘nearby’ and some of them are equally likely to belong
to more than one cluster. Consequently one has situation in which clusters
‘fade’ each other. This kind of problems can be tackled by means of a
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fuzzy-based approach [28]: each element is given a grade of membership for
each cluster, so that each cluster becomes a fuzzy set. This concept can be
formalized as follows. The resulting fuzzy clustering is a natural extension of the
traditional one. Of course, the use of this kind of approach is suitable mainly for
those data which are to be classified according to qualitative features.
In our approach we have the values of one or more linguistic variables [30]
that generate partitions of the universe of discourse. An operation with two
components very similar to the number-theoretic addition and multiplication is
defined on sequences of couples (equivalence class, linguistic value) [17–21]. This
operation induces a dierent classification, in which the list of couples (equiv-
alence class, linguistic value) gets determined by the resulting classifications.
Thus one has that the representation of data allows to represent the typical
vagueness of a set of data arising in a real context but the processing of these data
can be carried out via numerical computations, by using fuzzy-based techniques.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents basic results about
posets, lattices and monoids. Section 3 discusses the meaning of the term
‘classification’. The operation of composition of two or more classifications is
illustrated in Section 4. Then a total order relation is introduced into the set of
classifications and it is proved that the algebraic structure is an integral com-
mutative l-monoid [24]. Section 6 discusses how the relevance can be com-
puted. Section 7 presents a case study originally discussed in [28], the results
attained by us are equal to Sato’s but the analysis of the relevance permits to
draw further information from the classifications, not obtainable in Sato’s
approach. In Section 8 an operation in some way similar to the classical di-
vision is introduced, its utility is apparent in Section 9 where it is shown how it
is possible to tackle problems of the type ‘if C is the classification obtained
beginning from A and B, how A is to be modified in order to get a dierent
classification C?’ In our case study, we see that singling out A induces the
possibility of developing a plan of preventive medicine in order to fight rach-
itism and other diseases typical of the age of puberty. In Section 9 additional
computations are carried out on the data of our case study and finally the last
section presents a synopsis of the theoretical results illustrated in the paper.
2. Mathematical preliminaries
Let P be a binary relation on the set I . We say that P is an ordering on I if
the following properties hold true:
1. Reflexive property: a P a for each a 2 I .
2. Asymmetric property: given a; b in I , if a P b and b P a, then a  b.
3. Transitive property: given a; b; c in I , if a P b and b P c, then a P c.
Then the set I is said ordered by P and we write I ; P . In an ordered set, if
a P b and a 6 b then we write a > b.
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Two elements a; b belonging to I ; P are said not comparable if neither of
the relations a P b; b P a holds.
We say that I ; P is a chain if there is no pair of not comparable elements.
If in I ; P there is at least one pair of not comparable elements, then I ; P is
said partially ordered. An ordered set is said complete if every not empty part is
has the l.u.b. and the g.l.b.
An algebraic structure S;\;[ is said lattice if the operations [ and \ are
both commutative and associative and, moreover, if, for each pair of elements
a and b one has a \ a [ b  a and a [ a \ b  b.
Let R be a relation on S;\;[ such that aRb if and only if a \ b  a (or,
equivalently a [ b  b. Then R is reflexive, symmetric and transitive, thus it is
an ordering relation on S. We denote R by 6 , then the ordered set S; 6 is
said associated to the reticle S;\;[.
In a similar way, if one has the ordered set S; 6 such that for every pair a,
b of S there are both the l.u.b. and the g.l.b. then one can introduce the fol-
lowing operations:
\ : a; b 2 S  S ! g:l:b:fa; bg; [ : a; b 2 S  S ! l:u:b:fa; bg
thus the algebraic structure S;\;[ is a lattice and it is said associated to
S; 6. As one has that a \ b  a if and only if a6 b then the ordered set as-
sociated to the lattice S;\;[ is identical with S; 6.
Let S;\;[ be a lattice, if there is a unit element with respect to [, such
element is denoted by 0. As for each a one has 0 [ a  a, it follows 06 a for
each a, thus 0 is also the minimum of the ordered set S; 6. In a similar way, if
there is a unit element with respect to \, this element is denoted by 1 and since
for each a one has a \ 1  aa6 1 then 1 is the maximum of the ordered set
S; 6. If the ordered set S; 6 is endowed with both minimum and maximum
elements the latter are, respectively, the unit element with respect to the op-
erations [ and 6 of the corresponding lattice.
A lattice is complete if such is the corresponding ordered set. It is apparent
that a lattice with 0 and 1 is complete, as the corresponding ordered set is
endowed with both the minimum and maximum. A lattice is modular if for
every triple a; b; c such that a6 c one has
a [ b \ c  a [ b \ c:
A lattice is said distributive if one of the previous conditions holds true. Every
distributive lattice is modular.
Let S be a not empty set on which the associative operation  is defined, then
S;  is a semigroup. If the operation  has a unit element in S then S;  is a
monoid. In case the operation  is commutative then S;  is a monoid com-
mutative.
Let S; 6 be the lattice associated to the ordered set S; 6. Suppose that S
is endowed with 0 and 1, where 0 6 1. Moreover, let S;  be a commutative
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monoid, then the triple S; 6 ;  is said commutative l-monoid. S; 6 ;  is said
integral if the 1 of the lattice S; 6 is identical with the unit element of the
monoid S; .
Given a classical non empty set U, said the universe of discourse, a fuzzy set
A in U is a function from U to [0,1]: A: U ! 0; 1. This function if often
denoted by lAx. The definitions introduced by Zadeh [29] for equality, in-
clusion, union, intersection and complement are a suitable extension of the
classical set-theoretic notions.
A fuzzy set is said convex if and only if:
for every x1; x2 2 U , and for every p 2 0; 1
lApx1  1ÿ px2P minlAx1; lAx2
A fuzzy set is normalized if there is an element for which the membership
function takes value 1. A fuzzy number A is a fuzzy set on the set of real
numbers such that.
1. A is convex;
2. there is exactly one x0 2 R such that lAx0  1;
3. lA is stepwise continuous.
The membership function of a triangular fuzzy number is characterized by
three numbers l6 c6 r as one has
lMx 
xÿ l=cÿ l if x 2 l; c;
r ÿ x=r ÿ c if x 2 c; r;
0 otherwise:
8><>:
The importance of fuzzy numbers stems from the circumstance that Zadeh’s
principle of extension establishes a fruitful link with the traditional theory of
numbers. In fact, via the principle of extension, the operations on real numbers
can be extended to fuzzy sets. For example if a; b; c and a0; b0; c0 are two
triangular numbers then a; b; c  a0; b0; c0  a a0; b b0; c c0, while the
product of a triangular number a; b; c by a scalar k gives k  a; b; c 
k; k; k  a; b; c  k  a; k  b; k  c 10 .
3. A suitable algebraic structure for classification
Let U be the universe of discourse. Suppose that each element of U is
represented by the k-ples A1u; . . . ;Aku, where the Aiu are the fuzzy
measures whose values are ordered triangular fuzzy numbers in 0; 1. These
fuzzy numbers represent the truth grade of the element u as regards the ith
attribute; they can be represented by linguistic labels, such ‘‘almost true’’,
‘‘false’’ and so on. In turn, each attribute is represented by an attribute string as
follows:
Aj : aann a
anÿ1
nÿ1 . . . a
a2
2 a
a1
1 ;
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where a1 < a2 <    < an, are the possible values of the linguistic labels, and
aj  Aÿ1j aj are the subsets of U for which the jth attribute takes the value aj.
Thus an attribute string is a string that can be interpreted as a classification
induced by a fuzzy attribute given the universe of discourse. In the following,
for the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, the linguistic labels in
the examples are just Completely True, True, Almost True, False, and the
others are obtained by approximating these three labels. The following table
reports the triangular numbers for each label:
Formally, attribute strings can be defined as follows:
An attribute string on a set U is a string
aann a
anÿ1
nÿ1 . . . a
a2
2 a
a1
1
and a list of positive integers k; dn; dnÿ1; . . . ; d2; d1 such that:
1. ai is a subset of U , for each i;
2. fan; anÿ1; . . . ; a2; a1g is a partition of U ;
3. aj is a triangular number in 0; 1;
4. an > anÿ1 >    > a2 > a1.
Moreover the strings U NI1; 1 and U NC1; 1 are attribute strings.
In the following SU denotes the set of attribute strings on the universe U .
In our approach fan; anÿ1; . . . ; a2; a1g denotes the partition induced by the
attribute, whereas the fuzzy numbers an; anÿ1; . . . ; a2; a1 correspond to the la-
bels associated with each group of the partition. In the following
an; anÿ1; . . . ; a2; a1 are denoted by the term first parts and an; anÿ1; . . . ; a2; a1 by
the term second parts. Strings having a list of numbers all equal to 1 are said
native strings (for example, f1; 2; 5g0:2;0:5;0:7f3; 4g0:1;0:3;0:51; 1; 1). The meaning
of this terminology will be apparent in the following, when the composition of
attribute strings is defined.
It is worth clarifying the meaning of the strings U NI and UNC. Suppose that
our universe of discourse includes human beings and animals and we are in-
terested in investigating the nature of a specific disease. Moreover, suppose that
one of the attributes is ‘high standard of living’. For the animals this attribute
is meaningless and the label NC specifically denotes elements not compatible
with the attribute.
Let us consider now the attribute ‘high globular value’ and suppose that for
some individuals test have not been carried out. The label NI denotes those
elements for which we lack any information about the attribute.
F false 0; 0; 0:2
AT almost true 0:2; 0:4; 0:6
T true 0:5; 0:7; 0:9
CT completely true 0:8; 1; 1
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Thus, the set of labels is defined as follows: fNC;NIg [ ftriangular
numbers in 0; 1g, provided that NI < f < NC, for all triangular numbers f in
0; 1.
The basic feature of NC is that it should not aect in any way the other
labels. For example, given U  fa; b; c; d; e; f ; gg;A  g; bNCaCTf ; cTe; dAT
and B  gNCa; bTc; dATe; f F, by composing A and B one expects that g
keeps being not compatible, whereas B keeps taking the label T as in B. This
happens because saying that g and b are not compatible with the attribute A
means that A is ‘unable’ to single out g and b also in case B is taken into ac-
count. Thus, if C stems from the composition of A and B, we introduce the
operation of composition so that
Cÿ1NC  Aÿ1NC \ Bÿ1NC:
In turn, as regards the label NI, if one has, for example,
A  f ; cTe; dATg; bFaNI; B  c; dCTe; f ATgFa; bNI;
we would expect that a and b keep taking the label NI also in C obtained from
the composition of A and B. This is apparent for a, whereas for b the lack of
information on A prevents from giving an assessment also in C. Thus also in
this case, a constraint will be present
Cÿ1NI  Aÿ1NI [ Bÿ1NI:
The operation of composition introduced in the next section takes into account
these aspects. Finally it is possible to show that the associative property holds
for this operation if and only if consider the strings U NC and UNI. Conse-
quently U NC becomes the unit element and hSU;;UNCi takes the structure
of monoid.
We note that the sequence k; dn; dnÿ1; . . . ; d2; d1 contains this information
about the related string [4]:
(i) the value k denotes the number of strings necessary for its generation,
(ii) the values di denote the number of clusters whose composition has gen-
erated the ith cluster, i.e., the ith element of the partition present in the
string.
Example. Suppose that we have a set of individuals U  fa; b; c; d; e; f ; gg, then
the classification of such set with respect to the attribute Tallness may be
represented by the following string:
fa; c; egTfb; dgATff ; ggF1; 1; 1; 1:
In case the tallness of the individuals is as follows (in meters):
a 1:65; b 1:75; c 1:90; d 1:80; e 1:75; f 1:77; g 1:85
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the classification induced by the attribute may be as follows:
Tallness  fc; ggCTfdgTfb; e; f gATfagF1; 1; 1; 1; 1:
Other examples concerning a large variety of situations can be found in the
following papers:
3.1. Linguistic approximation
Of course not all fuzzy numbers in 0; 1 can have a corresponding linguistic
label, thus, in order that each string could be represented in not numerical
form, it is necessary approximate the fuzzy values by means of linguistic
labels.
Let fa1; a2; . . . ; akg be the fuzzy numbers associated to some linguistic labels
(in the previous examples k  4) and let b be the fuzzy number to be ap-
proximated.
Suppose that the middle value of b (say m) lies between the middle values
of ai and ai1, i.e., belongs to the interval mi;mi1 (for some i 
1; . . . ; k).
Let the quantity mi1 ÿ mi be denoted by d, then we can carry out the fol-
lowing approximation:
(i) if m 2 fmi;mi  d=10g, then b is approximated by ai;
(ii) if m 2 fmi  d=10;mi  3=10  dg then b is said ‘‘next to’’ ai and we
write nt[ai];
(iii) if m 2 fmi  3=10  d;mi  7=10  dg then b is ‘‘included between’’ ai
and ai1 and we write ib[ai; ai1];
(iv) if m 2 fmi  7=10  d;mi  9=10  dg then b is ‘‘before’’ ai1 and we
write bt[ai1];
(v) if m 2 fmi  9=10  d;mi1g then b is approximated by ai1.
We note that our rule of approximation gives an upper bound to the number
of possible labels, in fact this number cannot exceed 4nÿ 3 where n is the
number of initial labels. In our example n  4 and consequently we can get no
more than 13 dierent labels.
[19] classifying some bacteria, regarding how dangerous
they are to humans
[17] approximate reasoning
[19] generation of automatic diagnoses
[18] diets for breast-feeding women
[7] tutorial assessment
[20] financials investments
[5] user modeling in adaptive hypermedia systems
[8] uncertainty processing in user-modeling activity
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Example. Let 0:3; 0:75; 0:8 be a triangular number, its linguistic approxima-
tion is nt[V], in fact T  0:5; 0:7; 0:9 and CT  0:8; 1; 1 then d  1ÿ 0:7 
0:3, thus 0:7 0:3=10  0:73 < 0:75 < 0:79  0:7 0:3  3=10.
The following fuzzy numbers are approximated in a similar way:
0:25; 0:35; 0:57  ntAT; 0:03; 0:1; 0:4  ntF;
0:01; 0:02; 0:08  F; 0:01; 0:02; 0:9  F;
0:74; 0:82; 0:95  ibT;CT; 0:41; 0:63; 0:7  bT:
4. Composing strings as a tool to classify
In order to get a classification tool, it is necessary to introduce an operation
between the ordered strings associated with the attributes in such a way as to
obtain a new string which is a finer classification of the information contained
in the original strings.
The idea of such an operation can be intuitively understood if we consider
the twofold meaning of a digit in a number, i.e., the roles of value and position.
In the case of our strings, the absolute value of the generic element ai is the set
of the elements of U which ai represents, whereas the value corresponding to
the position is given by the linguistic label ai.
Because of the heterogeneous structure of the string, it is necessary to dis-
tinguish the operations according to the two parts of the strings: one operation
for the part concerning the subsets of U , and a dierent one applied to the part
where fuzzy sets intervene.
Definition. The operation of binary composition of attribute strings
 : SU  SU ! SU is defined as follows:
If A  aann aanÿ1nÿ1 . . . aa22 aa11 kA; dA;n; . . . ; dA;2; dA;1 and B  bbmm bbmÿ1mÿ1 . . . bb22 bb11
kB; dB;n; . . . ; dB;2; dB;1 are strings then:
C  AB  ccmnÿ1mnÿ1 . . . cc22 cc11 kA  kB; dC;mn1; . . . ; dC;2; dC;1;
where
for n P m
as regards first parts one has:
Ci 
S
j1;...;i aiÿj1 \ bj; 16 i6mÿ 1;S
j1;...;m aiÿj1 \ bj; m6 i6 nÿ 1;S
jiÿn1;...;m aiÿj1 \ bj; n6 i6m nÿ 1
8><>:
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for the second parts:
ci 
1=kA kB  dc; iPj1;...;i dB;j  dA;iÿj1  kA  aiÿj1  kB  bj;
16 i6mÿ 1;
1=kA kB  dc; iPj1;...;m dB;j  dA;iÿj1  kA  aiÿj1  kB  bj;
m6 i6 nÿ 1;
1=kA kB  dc; iPjiÿn1;...;m dB;j  dA;iÿj1  kA  aiÿj1  kB  bj;
n6 i6m nÿ 1;
8>>><>>>:
where
dC;i 
P
j1;...;idB;j  dA;i1ÿj; 16 i6mÿ 1;P
j1;...;mdB;j  dA;i1ÿj; m6 i6 nÿ 1;P
jiÿn1;...;mdB;j  dA;i1ÿj; n6 i6m nÿ 1
8<:
for n6m
for the first parts one has:
ci 
S
j1;...;i aiÿj1 \ bj; 16 i6 nÿ 1;S
jiÿn1;...;i aiÿj1 \ bj; n6 i6mÿ 1;S
jiÿn1;...;m aiÿj1 \ bj; m6 i6m nÿ 1
8<:
for the second parts:
ci 
1=kA kB  dc; iPj1;...;i dB;j  dA;iÿj1  kA  aiÿj1  kB  bj;
16 i6 nÿ 1;
1=kA kB  dc; iPjiÿn1;...;i dB;j  dA;iÿj1  kA  aiÿj1  kB  bj;
n6 i6mÿ 1;
1=kA kB  dc; iPjiÿn1;...;m dB;j  dA;iÿj1  kA  aiÿj1  kB  bj;
m6 i6m nÿ 1
8>>><>>>:
where
dC;i 
P
j1;...;idB;j  dA;i1ÿj; 16 i6 nÿ 1;P
jiÿn1;...;idB;j  dA;i1ÿj; n6 i6mÿ 1;P
jiÿn1;...;mdB;j  dA;i1ÿj; m6 i6m nÿ 1:
8<:
Moreover, for each attribute string A one has AU NI  U NIA  UNI and
AU NC  U NCA  A:
This operation, at first look, appears very complex, anyway it is just the
application of the algorithm for the multiplication of integers to the first parts,
the second parts and the attribute strings. By composing two classifications, a
third one arises where the information contained in the original classifications
is synthetized. The initial strings, not generated via composition, are charac-
terized by a sequence of 1, and thus they are called native strings.
Example. Suppose that one has the following strings concerning the attributes
Tall and Fat:
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Tall  fc; ggCTfdgTfb; e; f gATfagF and FatfggCTfa; d; e; f gATfb; cgF:
By composing the two strings one gets, for the first parts:
Thus Tall  Fat induces a partition ffgg; fc; dg; fe; f g; fa; bgg on the universe
of discourse. As regards the list of numbers, one has:
thus:
dTallFat;1  1; dTallFat;2  2; dTallFat;3  3; dTallFat;4  3;
dTallFat;5  2; dTallFat;6  1
and, moreover, one gets: kTallFat  kTall  kFat  1 1  2:
In turn, as regards the second parts, one gets:
where
ai;j  dFat;j  dTall;iÿj1  kTall  aiÿj1  kFat  bj
1 1 1 1 â
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 –
1 1 1 1 –
1 2 3 3 2 1
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thus
a1;1  1  1  1  0; 0; 0:2  1  0; 0; 0:2  0; 0; 0:4;
a2;1  1  1  1  0:2; 0:4; 0:6  1  0; 0; 0:2  0:2; 0:4; 0:8;
a3;1  0:5; 0:7; 1:1; a4;1  0:8; 1; 1:2; a1;2  0:2; 0:4; 0:8;
a2;2  0:4; 0:8; 1:2; a3;2  0:7; 1:1; 1:5; a4;2  1; 1:4; 1:6;
a1;3  0:8; 1; 1:2; a2;3  1; 1:4; 1:6; a3;3  1:3; 1:7; 1:9;
a4;3  1:6; 2; 2
and then:
c1  1=2  a1;1  1=2  0; 0; 0:4  0; 0; 0:2  F;
c2  1=4  a2;1  a1;2  1=4  0:4; 0:8; 1:6  0:1; 0:2; 0:4
 ibF;AV;
c3  1=6  a3;1  a2;2  a1;3  0:28; 0:41; 0:58  AV;
c4  1=6  a4;1  a3;2  a2;3  0:41; 0:58; 0:71  ibAV;V;
c5  1=4  a4;2  a3;3  0:57; 0:77; 0:87  ntV;
c6  1=2  a4;3  0:8; 1; 1  CV:
Finally, by coupling the first and the second parts, one has
TallFat  gCT£ntTfc; dgibAT;Tfe; f gATfa; bgibF;AT£F2; 1; 2; 3; 3; 2; 1:
Suppose now that we have another attribute, described as follows:
AGILE  fa; b; f gTfe; dgATfg; cgF1; 1; 1; 1:
Let us compute TallFatAgile (the details are in Appendix A).
For the first parts
fgg£fc; dgfe; f gfa; bg£
 fa; b; f gfe; dgfg; cg
££fggfd; f gfa; b; c; eg£££;
for the numbers:
123321â111  13688631
thus
dTallFatAgile;1  1; dTallFatAgile;2  3;
dTallFatAgile;3  6; dTallFatAgile;4  8;
dTallFatAgile;5  8; dTallFatAgile;6  6;
dTallFatAgile;7  3; dTallFatAgile;8  1;
and
kTallFatAgile  kTallFat  kAGILE  2 1  3:
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For the second parts
a6a5a4a3a2a1Ób3b2b1  c8c7c6c5c4c3c2c1
a1;1  dTallFat;1  dAGILE;1  kTallFat  a1  kAGILE  b1
 1  1  2  0; 0; 0:2  1  0; 0; 0:2  0; 0; 0:4  0; 0; 0:2  0; 0; 0:6;
a1;2  0:2; 0:4; 1; a1;3  0:5; 0:7; 1:3; a2;1  0:4; 0:8; 2;
a2;2  0:4; 0:8; 2; a2;3  1:4; 2:4; 3:4;
a3;1  1:68; 2:46; 4:08; a6;3  2:1; 2:7; 2:9;
c1  kTallFat kAGILE  dTallFatAgile;1ÿ1  a1;1  3  1ÿ1  0;0;0:6  0;0;0:2 F;
c2  1=9  0:2;0:4;1  0:4;0:8;2  0:06;0:133;0:33  ibF;AT;
c3  ibF;AT; c4 AT; c5  ibAT;T; c6  bT;
c7  ntT; c8  ibT;CT:
The final result is
TallFatAgile£ibT;CT£ntTfggbTfd; f gibAT;T
fa;b; c; egAT£ibF;AT£ibF;AT£F3;1;3;6;8;8;6;3;1:
It is apparent that there are similarities between our composition and the
conventional arithmetical multiplications: our operation replaces the conven-
tional multiplication of figures with set-theoretic intersection \, and the ad-
dition of numbers with the union of sets [. The way the composition operates,
can be sketched as follows:
In the definition of the composition operator a vital role is played by the
additional information present in each string. Suppose that the strings A and B
are not initial, then:
• The indices dAi and dBi represent the number of sets whose union have gen-
erated the ith class of A and B, respectively.
• The indices kA and kB represent, in turn, the number of classes whose inter-
section have generated the classes of A and B, respectively.
Multiplication
of integers
Composition AB
First parts Additional factors Second parts
Multiplication
with carry
Intersection
of sets \
No carry multipli-
cation dB;j  dA;i1ÿj
dB;j  dA;iÿj1
kA  aiÿj1  kB  bj
Addition with
carry
Union of
sets [
No carry addition 1=kA  kB  dc;i
Pjiÿn1;...;m
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Thus these indices include the history of our string.
1=kA  kB  dc;i 
X
j1;...;i
dBj  dAiÿj1  kA  aiÿj1  kB  bj
represents essentially a mean among the labels [6] where each label takes a
weight in some way related to its evolution. This approach allows to preserve
the associativity for the operation , this would not be possible if we consid-
ered just the average value of the labels.
The following properties hold:
Proposition 4.1.
(i) The operation of composition  is both commutative and associative and its
unit element is U NC .
(ii) The triple SU;;U NC is a commutative monoid.
Proof. The proposition (i) is proved in [4,19], whereas (ii) stems directly
from (i). 
5. The ordering relations
5.1. The relation on P(U)
Since our string consist of subsets of U , in order to define an ordering
criterion among them, one has first to introduce an ordering criterion among
sets.
Let us suppose that U is a totally ordered set, i.e., there is an ordering re-
lation 6U defined on U such that for every x 2 U and for every y 2 U one has
either x6U y or y6U x.
Let X  U , we define
max1 X  the maximum of X as regards the relation 6U ;
max2 X  the second maximum of X ;
max3 X  the third maximum of X ;
     
maxjX j X  the minimum of X .
It is now possible to introduce the following:
Definition. Let X and Y be two subsets of U , then we say that X 6S Y i holds
true either X  Y or jX j < jY j or jX j  jY j and for some i, 16 i6 jX j, one has:
max
j
X   max
j
Y  for every j < i and max
i
X 6U max
i
Y :
Example. Consider U  fa; b; c; d; e; f ; gg and suppose a <U b <U c <U
d <U e <U f <U g then:
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• if X  fa; d; g; eg and Y  fa; bg, then Y 6S X because jY j < jX j;
• if X  fa; d; g; eg and Y  fa; b; c; dg, then Y 6S X because max1 Y  
d <U g  max1 X ;
• if X  fa; d; g; eg and Y  fa; b; c; gg, then Y 6U X because max2 Y  
c <U g  max1 X .
Proposition 5.1. The ordering relation 6S on P U is total.
Proof. It is apparent that two subsets of U are always comparable with respect
to 6S , moreover if X 6 Y then either they have dierent cardinality or there is
at least one element dierent and thus maxiX   maxiY  cannot hold for
every i. 
5.2. The ordering relation for attribute strings
In order to define the relation 6 for the attribute strings, we note that the
ordering is based on the information contained in each string and it can be
evaluated according to the coecients k in the strings. The more k is high, for a
specific string, the more is high the number of strings whose composition has
generated the string. Thus the more the content of information is high, the
more the more is high the possibility for it to precede other strings in the or-
dering
Definition. Let A  aann aanÿ1nÿ1 . . . aa22 aa11 kA; dA;n; . . . ; dA;2; dA;1 and B  bbmm bbmÿ1mÿ1 . . .
bb22 b
b1
1 kB; dB;m; . . . ; dB;2; dB;1 be two attribute string of the universe U , then
A6B if either A  B or kA > kB or kA  kB and there is an index
i 16 i6 minn;m such that for every j < i aj  bj, aj  bi and dA; j  dB; j
whereas ai <S bi or ai  bi ai < bi or ai  bi and ai  bi and dA;i > dB;i moreover
for every A 2 SU we have UNI6A6U NC.
It is apparent that the strings UNC and U NI represent the minimum and the
maximum, respectively. In general, this relation can be viewed as an ordering
carried out with respect to the information contained in each string, and a
string having a higher content of information than another one precedes the
latter in the ordered sequence.
Example. If A  fa; bg0:8;0:9;1fe; h; gg0:5;0:7;0:9fc; d; f g0:2;0:4;0:62; 1; 2; 1 and B 
fa; b; e; h; gg0:6;0:8;0:9fc; d; f g0:3;0:6;0:81; 1; 1; then one has kA  2 > 1  kB and
thus A6B.
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If A  fa; bg0:8;0:9;1fe; h; gg0:5;0:7;0:9fc; d; f g0:2;0:4;0:62; 1; 2; 1 and B 
fa; b; e; hg0:6;0:8;0:9fc; d; f ; gg0:3;0:6;0:82; 1; 1 then A6B because kA  kB and
fc; d; f g <S fc; d; f ; gg:
If A  fa; bg0:8;0:9;1fe; h; gg0:5;0:7;0:9fc; d; f g0:2;0:4;0:62; 1; 2; 1 and B 
fa; bg0:7;0:75;0:8fe; h; gg0:6;0:8;0:9fc; d; f g0:3;0:6;0:82; 1; 1; then A6B because kA 
kB; a1  fc; d; f g  fc; d; f g  b1 and a1  0:2; 0:4; 0:6 < 0:3; 0:6; 0:8  b1:
If A  fa; bg0:8;0:9;1fe; h; gg0:5;0:7;0:9fc; d; f g0:2;0:4;0:62; 1; 2; 1 and B 
fa; bg0:7;0:75;0:8fe; h; gg0:5;0:7;0:9fc; d; f g0:2;0:4;0:62; 1; 1 then A6B because kA 
kB; a1  b1; a1  b1; dA1  1  1  dB1;a2  b2; a2  b2; dA2  2 > 1  dB2.
Definition. A set is complete if every lower limited part is endowed with
g.l.b. and every upper limited part is endowed with l.u.b. Consequently one
has:
A set endowed with both minimum and maximum elements is complete if
and only if every part is endowed with both g.l.b. and l.u.b.
The set SU is endowed with both minimum and maximum elements,
moreover the ordering of strings takes place by comparing the components of
the strings themselves, namely
• subsets of U ;
• fuzzy numbers in the interval 0; 1, in turn consisting of real numbers in
0; 1;
• integers (coecients).
Since one has that:
• subsets of U are finite;
• the interval 0; 1 is complete;
• the infinite subsets of strings whose coecients grow to infinite have as g.l.b.
the string U NI;
one has the following proposition holds:
Proposition 5.2. The structure SU; ; UNC; 6 is an integral commutative
l-monoid.
Proof. We prove (ii). SU;;U NC; 6 is a l-monoid because in the monoid
SU;;U NC a lattice SU; 6 with both minimum and maximum has been
defined. Moreover, the lattice is commutative because the operation  is
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commutative. It is also integral since the maximum U NC of the lattice is at the
same time the unit element of the monoid. 
6. The relevance
It is sometimes important to grasp an idea about the way a string attribute
can aect the generation of a string, the concept of relevance is useful to this
aim. When two strings A and B are composed into AB in order to get the
string C essentially we ‘‘shake up’’ the information in A and B and put it into C.
The relevance measures the ability of A in influencing B (and vice-versa) in
order to get C. It is worth introducing two measures of relevance, as the op-
eration of composition aects both first and second parts.
6.1. The relevance for first parts
The following definition was introduced by [21].
Let A  aann aanÿ1nÿ1 . . . aa22 aa11 be an attribute string, and let C be the result of the
composition of A with other attributes (e.g., C  ABD), then the relevance
lCA of A with respect to C is defined as follows:
lCA
j1;...;n k1;...;m

XX
pjk ÿ pj2;
where pjk  #Aÿ1aj \ ck and pj  #Aÿ1aj=m and ck belongs to the set of
the first points of the string C.
From the conceptual point of view the relevance of the attribute A represents
the quantity of information conveyed by A into the attribute C or, equivalently,
the ability of A in singling out the elements for the generation of the attribute
C. The formula at first glance appears similar to the one for the variance, in
fact we compute the extent to which the distribution of the classes of A in C
diers from that in which the distribution of A is uniform.
Example (see Appendix B). Let
A  fc; ggCTfdgTfb; e; f gATfagF1; 1; 1; 1; 1;
B  fggCTfa; d; e; f gATATfb; cgF1; 1; 1; 1;
C  AB
 fggCT£ATfc; dgibAT;Tfe; f gATfa; bgibF;AT£F2; 1; 2; 3; 3; 2; 1:
We compute lCA 
P
j1;...;4
P
k1;...;6pjk ÿ pj2; one has: p1  #fag=6  1=6;
p2  #fb; e; f g=6  3=6  1=2; p3  1=6; p4  1=3
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p1;1  #fag \£  0 p2;1  0 p3;1  0 p4;1  0
p1;2  #fag \ fa; bg  1 p2;2  1 p3;2  0 p4;2  0
p1;3  #fag \ fe; f g  0 p2;3  2 p3;3  0 p4;3  0
p1;4  0 p2;4  0 p3;4  1 p4;4  1
p1;5  0 p2;5  0 p3;5  0 p4;5  0
p1;6  0 p2;6  0 p3;6  0 p4;6  1
thus
lCA  0ÿ 1=62  1ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62
 0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=22  1ÿ 1=22  2ÿ 1=22  0ÿ 1=22
 0ÿ 1=22  0ÿ 1=22  0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62
 1ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=32  0ÿ 1=32
 0ÿ 1=32  1ÿ 1=32  0ÿ 1=32  1ÿ 1=32
 1=36 25=36 1=36 1=36 1=36 1=36 1=4 1=4 9=4
 1=4 1=4 1=4 1=36 1=36 1=36 25=361=36 1=36
 1=9 1=9 1=9 4=9 1=9 4=9
 5=6 7=2 5=6 4=3  6:5:
In a similar way (see Appendix C) one gets lCB  5:5.
The conclusion is that A aects the composition of C more than B.
6.2. The relevance for the second parts
We note that the relevance for the first parts does not take into account the
labels, since it operates just on partitions. However, it is possible to evaluate
how labels aect the operation . We remember that the operation for second
parts is based on the mean among fuzzy numbers, and in case a string consists
of many clusters their labels will appear often in the computation of means and
the more the labels will be important the more they are nearby.
Let us consider how the computation of labels is carried out for the com-
position :
ci  1=kA  kB  dc;i 
X
j
dB;j  dA;iÿj1  kA  aiÿj1  kB  bj:
The more the label ai of the string A is relevant the more the coecients kA and
dAi are high. Thus the relevance of a string is to be directly proportional to
kA 
P
dAi, and inversely proportional to the dispersion of the label on the
interval 0; 1, representable as follows:
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P
i1;...;nÿ1
P
ji1;...;n jai ÿ ajj
n  nÿ 1=2 ;
where if ai  ai1; ai2; ai3 and aj  aj1; aj2; aj3, then jai ÿ ajj  jai1 ÿ aj1j 
jai2 ÿ aj2j  jai3 ÿ aj3j:
The sum is divided by n  nÿ 1=2 to find the mean of all these dierences.
Given a string A  aann aanÿ1nÿ1 . . . aa22 aa11 we can define the relevance for the second
parts as follows:
qA 
0 if A  U NC;
1 if A  U NI;
2=parctg
nnÿ1
ÿ
kA
P
i1;...;n dAi

2
P
i1;...;nÿ1
P
ji1;...;n jaiÿajj
otherwise:
8><>:
The strings U NC and U NI attain, respectively, the minimum and maximum
value of the relevance. The relevance of U NC equals zero because this string is
does not aect the string to which it is applied (U NCA  A for every A),
whereas the relevance for U NI equals 1 because ‘‘absorbs’’ any string
(U NIA  U NI for every A).
It is worth emphasizing that the relevance qA is computed beginning from
only the information present in A. In other words, the relevance lCA is the
relevance of A with respect to a resulting string C, whereas qA is the relevance of
A in absolute terms. Thus l if the relative relevance and q is the absolute rel-
evance (Appendix D contains an exhaustive example for the computation of
the relevance).
6.3. The total relevance
Beginning from the relevance l and the relevance q one can get a new
measure, combination of l and q. The total relevance of A with respect to C is
RCA  lCA  qA:
Example. In the previous example we have computed lCA  6:5 and lCB  5:5:
We note that F [0, 0, 0.2], AT [0.2, 0.4, 0.6], T [0.5, 0.7, 0.9], CT
[0.8, 1, 1], thus we get for qA:
j0ÿ 0:2j  j0ÿ 0:4j  j0:2ÿ 0:6j  j0ÿ 0:5j  j0ÿ 0:7j  j0:2ÿ 0:9j
 j0ÿ 0:8j  j0ÿ 1j  j0:2ÿ 1j  j0:2ÿ 0:5j  j0:4ÿ 0:7j
 j0:6ÿ 0:9j  j0:2ÿ 0:8j  j0:4ÿ 1j  j0:6ÿ 1j  j0:5ÿ 0:8j
 j0:7ÿ 1j  j0:9ÿ 1j  1 1:9 2:6 0:9 1:6 0:7  8:7:
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Thus 4  3  5=2  8:7  3:4 and qA  2=p  arctg3:4  0:817. We get
RCA  lCA  qA  6:5  0:817  5:310. In Appendix C it is shown that
qB  2=p arctg2:3  0:73:
Thus we finally get RCB  lCB  qB  5:5  0:73  4:01:
7. A case study
As case study we have chosen a clustering problem tackled by means of a 3-
way data fuzzy clustering in [28]; the problem involves classification of 38
youngsters (13, 14 and 15 years old) according to their constitution. This is
shown in Table 1.
By means of the 3-way data fuzzy clustering the boys have been partitioned
into four classes as shown in Table 2.
Cluster A includes the boys who preserve their strong constitution along the
years, whereas in cluster B there are boys having rather weak constitution.
Clusters C and D include boys with medium constitution, but those in C have a
greater growth factor than those in D.
7.1. Singling out the linguistic labels for the attributes
In order to apply our methodology, it is necessary to represent data in
Table 1 via attribute strings, but first of all we have to single out the labels most
suitable to express the values of our attributes. We select the following
labels:
Tallness Weight
Very tall 0:8; 1; 1 (vt) Very heavy 0:8; 1; 1 (vh)
Tall 0:5; 0:7; 0:9 (t) Heavy 0:5; 0:7; 0:9 (h)
Average 0:2; 0:4; 0:6 (a1) Average 0:2; 0:4; 0:6 (a2)
Small 0; 0; 0:2 (s) Light 0; 0; 0:2 (l)
Chest Weight
Very big 0:8; 1; 1 (vb) Very tall 0:8; 1; 1 (vt)
Big 0:5; 0:7; 0:9 (b) Tall 0:5; 0:7; 0:9 (t)
Average 0:2; 0:4; 0:6 (a3) Average 0:2; 0:4; 0:6 (a)
Small 0; 0; 0:2 (s) Small 0; 0; 0:2 (s)
Constitution
Strong 0:8; 1; 1 (st)
Rather strong 0:5; 0:7; 0:9 (rs)
Average 0:2; 0:4; 0:6 (a4)
Weak 0; 0; 0:2 (w)
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7.2. The attribute strings
Let us define the attribute strings which represent the classifications of the
universe. More specifically, let T 13, W 13, C13 and S13 denote, respectively, the
strings related to tallness, weight, chest, and tallness when seated concerning
boys who are 13. The same notation is adopted for boys who are 14 and 15.
T 13  f7; 8gvtf11; 14gibt;vtf27; 35; 2; 5galtof38giba1;t
 f19; 22; 23; 24; 25; 26; 31gnta1f3; 4; 6; 10; 12; 16; 18; 21ga1
f1; 28; 13; 29; 30gba1f36gibs;a1f15; 17; 20; 34gntsf33; 32; 37; 9gs;
W 13  f14gvhf7; 38gibh;vhf8; 11ghf31; 35giba2;hf4; 5; 16; 17; 26gnta2
 f2; 18; 19; 23; 24; 25; 34ga2f3; 10; 12; 13; 21; 22; 27; 37gba2
 f1; 6; 28; 29; 30; 36gibl;a2f9; 15; 32gntlf20; 33gl;
C13  f14; 38gvbf7gibb;vbf16; 17gbf2; 4; 5; 8; 11; 23; 25; 31; 34gnta3
 f1; 3; 10; 12; 13; 18; 19; 22; 24; 26; 27; 28; 29; 35; 37ga3
f6; 9; 15; 21; 30; 32; 36gibs;a3f33gntsf20gs;
Table 2
Three-way data fuzzy clustering
Boy Degree of each cluster Boy Degree of each cluster
A B C D A B C D
1 0.01 0.08 0.81 0.10 20 0.03 0.71 0.16 0.10
2 0.03 0.03 0.14 0.81 21 0.03 0.05 0.28 0.64
3 0.05 0.10 0.38 0.47 22 0.01 0.03 0.19 0.77
4 0.13 0.06 0.22 0.60 23 0.06 0.05 0.28 0.61
5 0.04 0.03 0.12 0.80 24 0.03 0.05 0.30 0.61
6 0.03 0.22 0.49 0.26 25 0.02 0.04 0.34 0.59
7 0.95 0.01 0.02 0.03 26 0.03 0.04 0.22 0.71
8 0.34 0.08 0.18 0.40 27 0.05 0.07 0.22 0.67
9 0.01 0.94 0.04 0.02 28 0.22 0.27 0.61 0.11
10 0.01 0.03 0.78 0.18 29 0.01 0.04 0.89 0.07
11 0.18 0.06 0.18 0.58 30 0.01 0.63 0.27 0.09
12 0.03 0.06 0.33 0.59 31 0.03 0.03 0.15 0.79
13 0.01 0.10 0.79 0.10 32 0.01 0.83 0.11 0.05
14 0.86 0.03 0.05 0.07 33 0.01 0.89 0.07 0.03
15 0.01 0.87 0.08 0.04 34 0.04 0.24 0.55 0.18
16 0.10 0.10 0.42 0.39 35 0.09 0.13 0.33 0.45
17 0.07 0.17 0.49 0.26 36 0.02 0.23 0.58 0.17
18 0.01 0.02 0.17 0.80 37 0.02 0.68 0.23 0.07
19 0.03 0.05 0.22 0.70 38 0.87 0.02 0.04 0.06
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S13  f8gvtf7; 11; 14gbvtf27gnttf2; 3; 4; 5; 35; 38gt
 f12; 18; 21; 22; 23; 31giba;t
 f1; 6; 10; 16; 17; 19; 24; 25; 26; 28; 29; 34gaf13; 30gbaf36gibs;a
 f9; 20; 32gs ;
T 14  f8gvtf7; 11; 14; 27; 35; 38gtf2; 19gbt
 f4; 12; 18; 21; 23; 24; 25; 26; 31ga1f1; 3; 6; 10; 13; 16; 29; 36gba1
 f28; 30gibs;a1f115; 17; 32; 34; 37gntsf9; 20; 33gs;
W 14  f14gvhf7; 38gibh;vhf4; 8; 11; 23; 35gbhf5; 16; 17; 24; 31giba2;h
 f18; 22; 25; 26; 34gnta2f1; 2; 3; 10; 13; 19; 21; 27; 29ga2f12; 37gba2
 f6; 28; 32; 36gibl;a2f9; 15; 30gntl;a2f20; 33gl;
C14  f14gvbf38gbvbf7gibb;vbf8; 10; 11; 25; 29; 31; 34; 35gbbf5; 13giba3;b
 f1; 2; 3; 18; 21; 22; 24; 26; 28; 32; 36; 37ga3f12; 19; 27gba3
 f6; 9; 15; 30; 33gibs;a3f20gs;
S14  f8; 14gvtf3; 7; 38gibt;vtf2; 4; 5; 11; 12; 21; 22; 27; 31gt
 f18; 19; 23; 25gntaf1; 6; 10; 16; 24; 26; 36ga
 f13; 17; 28; 29; 30gbaf15; 34; 35; 37gibs;af9; 32; 33gntsf20gs ;
T 15  f8gvhf7; 14; 19; 24; 26gibh;vhf27; 38gnthf11; 18; 21; 22gh
f2; 4; 5; 6; 12gbhf10; 13; 23; 25; 29; 31; 36ga1
f1; 3; 15; 16; 17; 28; 30; 34; 35gba1f32; 37gntsf9; 20; 33gs;
W 15  f14gvhf7; 38gibh;vhf4; 8; 11ghf16; 31gbhf5; 17; 23giba2;h
 f10; 18; 19; 21; 22; 24; 26gnta2f1; 25ga2
f2; 3; 12; 13; 27; 28; 29; 34; 35; 36; 37gba2f6; 9; 15; 30; 32; 33gibl;a2
 f20gl;
C15  f14gvbf7; 38gibb;vbf4; 16gbf23giba3;bf5; 17; 25gnta3
 f1; 2; 8; 10; 11; 13; 18; 22; 28; 31; 32ga3f12; 21; 26; 29gba3
 f3; 9; 19; 24; 27; 30; 34; 35; 37gibs;a3f6; 15; 33; 36gsf20gs;
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S15  f7; 8; 14gvtf3; 4; 11gibt;vtf12; 21; 38gntt
 f5; 10; 18; 19; 22; 23; 27; 31; 36gtf2giba;t
 f1; 6; 16; 17; 24; 25; 26; 29gaf13; 15; 28; 30; 34; 35gba
 f9; 32; 33; 37gibs;af20gs :
7.3. Composing the strings
Beginning from data present in the strings, we aim at obtaining classifica-
tions related to the constitution of boys for each age. We carry out the fol-
lowing compositions:
C13  T 13W 13C13S13; C14  T 14W 14C14S14;
C15  T 15W 15C15S15;
where C13, C14, C15 are the attribute strings related to the constitution at 13,
14 and 15. The computation furnishes the following results:
C13  f14gbstf7; 8gibrs;stf11; 38gntrsf5; 35gbrsf2; 4; 16; 23; 27; 31giba4;rs
 f3; 18; 19; 22; 24; 25; 26gnta4f10; 12; 17; 21ga4
f1; 6; 13; 28; 29; 34gba4f15; 30; 36; 37gibw;a4f9; 23; 33gntwf20gw;
C14  f14gbstf38gibrs;stf7; 8gntrsf4; 11gbrs
 f2; 5; 16; 19; 22; 23; 25; 27; 31; 35giba4;rs
 f3; 10; 17; 18; 21; 24; 26gnta4f1; 12; 13; 29ga4f34; 36gba4
 f6; 15; 28; 30; 32; 37gibw;a4f9; 33gntwf20gw;
C15  f14gbstf7gibrs;stf4; 8; 38gntrsf11grs
f5; 16; 18; 19; 21; 22; 23; 31giba4;rsf10; 12; 17; 24; 26; 27gnta4
 f1; 2; 3; 25; 36ga4f6; 13; 28; 29gba4f9; 15; 30; 32; 34; 35; 37gibw;a4
 f33gntwf20gw:
It is worth noting that empty clusters are not present in the strings. Thus to get
the final result we compute C  C13C14C15 and we obtain
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C  f14gbstf7gibrs;stf8; 38gntrsf4; 11grs
f2; 5; 16; 18; 19; 22; 23; 27; 31giba4;rsf3; 10; 17; 21; 24; 25; 26; 35gnta4
 f12ga4f1; 13; 29; 36gba4f6; 9; 15; 28; 30; 32; 34; 37gibw;a4f33gntw
 f20gw:
7.4. Comparing the results
We wish to compare our results with those reported in [28] and summarized
in Table 2. Our results are
C  f14gbstf7gibrs;stf8; 38gntrsf4; 11grs
 f2; 5; 16; 18; 19; 22; 23; 27; 31giba4;rsf3; 10; 17; 21; 24; 25; 26; 35gnta4
 f12ga4f1; 13; 29; 36gba4f6; 9; 15; 28; 30; 32; 34; 37gibw;a4
 f33gntwf20gw:
We note that for almost all individuals the results are identical. If we attach the
labels strong, rather strong, average, weak to clusters A, D, C, B, respectively,
the dierences in the results are very small. Attaching these labels to the
clusters obtained via the 3-way data fuzzy clustering is not arbitrary. In fact, we
remember that cluster A includes boys with strong constitution, C and D av-
erage and B weak. However, our clustering is more ‘‘readable’’, for example, it
is apparent that the individual 33 is slightly stronger that 20 and this result is
coherent with Table 2, whereas 20 is present in cluster B with a membership
degree greater than 33.
In conclusion we can adfirm that our clustering methodology is satisfactory
since grades adequately all individuals and attains the same levels of fuzzy
clustering with additional advantage that results are immediately under-
standable thanks to linguistic labels.
7.5. The relevance
Given the attribute strings C13, C14 and C15 one could be interested in
singling out the one which has given the most relevant contribution to the final
result C. In other terms, we wish to investigate how the constitutions of the
boys at the dierent ages have aected the global assessment.
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Thus we have to compute RCC13;R
C
C14;R
C
C15. We have
lCC13  62:32; lCC14  66:90; lCC15  44:41; qC13  0:947166;
qC14  0:947166; qC15  0:946477:
The final result is
RCC13  lCC13  qC13  62:32  0:947166  59:02738;
RCC14  lCC14  qC14  66:90  0:947166  63:3654;
RCC15  lCC15  qC15  44:41  0:946477  42:033:
We see that the most relevant string is C14. However, the dierence between
C13 and C14 is slight whereas the dierence with C15 is high. This fact implies
that the final constitution is mostly aected by their constitution at 13 and 14.
It is worth emphasizing that our measure of relevance is unable to evaluate the
attributes, but measures how much the classification induced by the attribute is
aected by the latter.
8. Resolving the equation AàX  B
In this section we are going to introduce a new operation in order to solve
equations in SU. In some way this new operation reminds us the division for
real numbers, ust as the operation  resembles to the multiplication. This
approach allows to state some existence theorems for the composition of
strings in SU.
8.1. Motivation
Suppose that we are evaluating a sample of individuals with respect to a
specific pathology c and in connection with the pathologies a and b. Suppose
that the incidence of c and a on our sample is known and it is represented by
the strings C and A, respectively. We aim at determining how the pathology b
aects the string C, i.e., we look for the string B such that AB  C.
It is worth emphasizing that in such way one could, given a ‘‘goal’’ classi-
fication C, one can get it beginning from a classification A. Thus one can solve
equations in SU;, where the attribute string plays the role of unknown
variable. However, given two strings A and C, we are not sure that there is a
string B such that AB  C. In this section we are going to give a formal ap-
proach to the problem taking into account first the second parts and then the
first parts.
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8.2. The operation % for the second parts
The operation for the second parts will be denoted by the symbol ‘‘’’ and its
result, if it exists, is got by solving a system of equations. Consider the fol-
lowing:
Definition. Let
ananÿ1 . . . a1 kA; dA1; dA2; . . . ; dAn and cscsÿ1 . . . c1 kC; dC1; dC2; . . . ; dCs
be, respectively, the second parts of two string A and C such that sÿ n 1 > 0,
then we define the binary operation % as follows:
ananÿ1 . . . a1 kA; dA1; dA2; . . . ; dAn%cscsÿ1 . . . c1 kC; dC1; dC2; . . . ; dCs
 bsÿn1bsÿn . . . b1 kB; dB1; dB2; . . . ; dBsÿn1;
where kB  kC ÿ kA and the values dci are either the possible solution of the
following system of s equations in sÿ n 1 unknowns
dCi 
P
j1;...;idAi1ÿj  dBj; 16 i6 sÿ n;P
i1;...;sÿn1dAi1ÿj  dBj; sÿ n 16 i6 nÿ 1;P
jiÿn1;...;sÿn1dAi1ÿj  dBj; n6 i6 s
8<:
if n > sÿ n 1 or of the system
dCi 
P
j1;...;idAi1ÿj  dBj; 16 i6 nÿ 1;P
jiÿn1;...;idAi1ÿj  dBj; n6 i6 sÿ n;P
jiÿn1;...;sÿn1dAi1ÿj  dBj; sÿ n 16 i6 s
8<:
if n6 sÿ n 1.
In turn, the values bi are computed either solving the following system:
ci
1=kA kB dc;i 
P
j1;...;i dBj dAiÿj1 kA aiÿj1 kB bj;
16 i6sÿn;
1=kA kB dc;i 
P
j1;...;sÿn1 dBj dAiÿj1  kA aiÿj1 kB bj;
sÿn16 i6nÿ1;
1=kA kB dc;i 
P
jiÿn1;...;sÿn1 dBj dAiÿj1  kA aiÿj1 kB bj;
n6 i6s
8>>><>>>>:
if n > sÿ n 1 or the system:
ci
1=kA kB dc;i 
P
j1;...;i dBj dAiÿj1 kA aiÿj1 kB bj;
16 i6nÿ1
1=kA kB dc;i 
P
jiÿn1;...;i dBj dAiÿj1  kA aiÿj1 kB bj;
n6 i6sÿn
1=kA kB dc;i 
P
jiÿn1;...;sÿn1 dBj dAiÿj1  kA aiÿj1 kB bj;
sÿn16 i6s
8>>><>>>>:
if n6 sÿ n 1:
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This new operation is defined if and only if the previous systems have so-
lution and the following propositions hold true:
1. the quantities bi are triangular numbers included in the interval 0; 1;
2. kB > 0 and dBi > 0 for every i, moreover the values kB and dBi are integers.
Example 1. Consider a2a1 kA; dA2; dA1  0:5; 0:7; 0:90:3; 0:5; 0:83; 2; 2 and
let c3c2c1 kC; dC3; dC2; dC1  0:4; 0:6; 0:70:3; 0:5; 0:60:2; 0:4; 0:55; 3; 4; 3:
We have sÿ n 1  3ÿ 2 1  2 and consequently n  3>sÿ n 1. We
solve the system
dC1  dA1  dB1; dC2  dA1  dB2  dA2  dB1; dC3  dA2  dB2:
Replacing the values one has
3  2  dB1; 4  2  dB2  2  dB1; 3  2  dB2:
Because it is required that dB1  3=2 and dB2  3=2 we can adfirm that
a2a1kA; dA2; dA1%c3c2c1kC; dC3; dC2; dC1 is not defined.
Example 2. Suppose that a4a3a2a1kA; dA4; dA3; dA2; dA1  0:8; 1; 10:5; 0:7; 0:9
0:2;0:4;0:60;0;0:21;1;1;1;1 and c6c5c4c3c2c1kC;dC6;dC5;dC4;dC3;dC2;dC1 
0:8; 1; 10:5; 0:8; 0:90:4; 0:6; 0:70:2; 0:4; 0:60:1; 0:2; 0:40; 0; 0:22; 1; 2; 3;
3; 2; 1 sÿ n 1  6ÿ 4 1  3 > 0: Moreover n > 4 > sÿ n 1.
We compute the quantities dBi
dC1  dA1  dB1; dC2  dA1  dB2  dA2  dB1;
dC3  dA3  dB1  dA2  dB2  dA1  dB3;
dC4  dA4  dB1  dA3  dB2  dA2  dB3;
dC5  dA4  dB2  dA4  dB3;
dC6  dA4  dB3
replacing the values one has:
1  1  dB1; 2  1  dB2  1  dB1; 3  1  dB1  1  dB2  1  dB3;
3  1  dB1  1  dB2  1  dB3; 2  1  dB2  1  dB3; 1  1  dB3
and thus:
dB1  1; dB2  1; dB3  1:
Now we have to compute the quantities bi, and we have kB  kC ÿ kA 
2ÿ 1  1, thus:
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c1  kA  kB  dC1ÿ1  dA1  dB1kA  a1  kB  b1;
c2  kA  kB  dC2ÿ1  dA2  dB1kA  a2  kB  b1
 dA1  dB2kA  a1  kB  b2;
c3  kA  kB  dC3ÿ1  dA3  dB1kA  a3  kB  b1
 dA2  dB2kA  a2  kB  b2  dA1  dB3kA  a1  kB  b3;
c4  kA  kB  dC4ÿ1  dA4  dB1kA  a4  kB  b1
 dA3  dB2kA  a3  kB  b2  dA2  dB3kA  a2  kB  b3;
c5  kA  kB  dC5ÿ1  dA4  dB2kA  a4  kB  b2
 dA3  dB3kA  a3  kB  b3;
c6  kA  kB  dC6ÿ1  dA4  dB3kA  a4  kB  b3
replacing the values we have:
0; 0; 0:2  1=2  0; 0; 0:2  b1;
0:1; 0:2; 0:4  1=4  0:2; 0:4; 0:6  b1  0; 0; 0:2  b2;
0:28; 0:41; 0:58  1=6  0:5; 0:7; 0:9  b1  0:2; 0:4; 0:6  b2
 0; 0; 0:2  b3;
0:41; 0:58; 0:71  1=6  0:8; 1; 1  b1  0:5; 0:7; 0:9  b2
 0:2; 0:4; 0:6  b3;
0:57; 0:77; 0:87  1=4  0:8; 1; 1  b1  0:5; 0:7; 0:9  b3;
0:8; 1; 1  1=2  0:8; 1; 1  b3
and then:
b1  0; 0; 0:2; b2  0:2; 0:4; 0:6; b3  0:8; 1; 1:
And finally:
a4a3a2a1kA; dA4; dA3; dA2; dA1%c6c5c4c3c2c1kC; dC6; dC5; dC4; dC3; dC2; dC1
 b3b2b1kB; dB3; dB2; dB1  0:8; 1; 10:2; 0:4; 0:60; 0; 0:21; 1; 1; 1:
Because the quantities bi and dBi are solutions of the system of equations be
means of which the values dCi and ci are obtained, we have the following
Proposition 8.1. Let ananÿ1 . . . a1 kA; dA1; dA2; . . . ; dAn and cscsÿ1 . . . c1
kC; dC1; dC2; . . . ; dCs be the second parts of two attribute strings. Then
ananÿ1 . . . a1 kA; dA1; dA2; . . . ; dAn%cscsÿ1 . . . c1 kC; dC1; dC2; . . . ; dCs
 bsÿn1bsÿn . . . b1 kB; dB1; dB2; . . . ; dBsÿn1
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if and only if
ananÿ1 . . . a1 kA; dA1; dA2; . . . ; dAn
 bsÿn1bsÿn . . . b1 kB; dB1; dB2; . . . ; dBsÿn1
 cscsÿ1 . . . c1 kC; dC1; dC2; . . . ; dCs:
8.3. The operation/for the first parts
We define now the operation/for the first parts:
Definition. Let ananÿ1 . . . a1 and cscsÿ1 . . . c1 be the first parts of two strings A
and C and suppose that the following conditions hold:
1. c1  a1;
2. cs  an;
3.
S
i bi  U .
Then if sÿ n 1 > 0 we define ananÿ1 . . . a1=cscsÿ1 . . . c1  bmbmÿ1 . . . b1, where
m  sÿ n 1 and
bi  ci
- [iÿ1
j0
bj
 !" #
[
[s
ji1
cj \ ajÿi1
" #
; con 16 i6 sÿ n 1;
where we consider b0 £ and ai £ for every i > n.
In case the previous conditions do not hold the operation is not defined.
Proposition 8.2. The operation/is well defined.
Proof. We have to show that bk \ bz £ for every k 6 z. One has
bk  ck
- [kÿ1
j0
bj
 !" #
[
[s
jk1
cj \ ajÿk1
" #
and
bz  cz
- [zÿ1
j0
bj
 !" #
[
[s
jz1
cj \ ajÿz1
" #
suppose, without loss of generality, that k < z; then the parts
ck
- [kÿ1
j0
bj
 !" #
and cz
- [zÿ1
j0
bj
 !" #
;
respectively of bk and bz, are disjoint because such are the quantities ci, in turn,
the quantities
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cz
- [z1
j0
bj
 !" #
of bz and cz \ ajÿz1 of bk
are disjoint because in the first quantity bk has been subtracted from cz, and
finally for every j cj \ ajÿk1 and cj \ ajÿz1 are disjoint because such are
ajÿk1 and ajÿz1. 
Example. Consider a2a1  fa; bgfc; dg and c3c2c1  fagfb; cgfdg:
We note that sÿ n 1  3ÿ 2 1  2 > 0 and c3  fag  fa; bg  a2 and
c1  fdg  fc; dg  a1. Thus we can compute the quantities bi:
b1  c1 [ c2 \ a2 [ c3 \ a3  fdg [ fb; cg \ fa; bg [ fag \£
 fdg [ fbg [£  fb; dg;
b2  c2 n b1 [ c3 \ a2  fb; cg n fb; dg [ fag \ fa; bg
 fcg [ fag  fc; ag
and one has a2a1=c3c2c1  b2b1  fc; agfb; dg:
Consider now a4a3a2a1  fa; bgfc; d; egff ; ggfhg and c6c5c4c3c2c1 
fbgfagfcgfegfd; f ; ggfhg c6  fbg  fa; bg  a4; c1  fhg  fhg  a1 and
sÿ n 1  6ÿ 4 1  3
b1  c1 [ c2 \ a2 [ c3 \ a3 [ c4 \ a4 [ c5 \ a5 [ c6 \ a6
 fhg [ fd; f ; gg \ ff ; gg [ feg \ fc; d; eg [ fcg \ fa; bg
[ fag \£ [ fbg \£
 fhg [ ff ; gg [ feg [£ [£ [£  ff ; g; h; eg;
b2  c2 n b1 [ c3 \ a2 [ c4 \ a3 [ c5 \ a4 [ c6 \ a5
 fd; f ; gg n ff ; g; h; eg [ feg \ ff ; gg [ fcg \ fc; d; eg
[ fag \ fa; bg [ fbg \£
 fdg [£ [ fcg [ fag [£  fa; c; dg;
b3  c3 n b1 [ b2 [ c4 \ a2 [ c5 \ a3 [ c6 \ a4
 fd; f ; gg n fa; c; d; e; f ; g; hg [ fcg \ ff ; gg [ fag \ fc; d; eg
[ fbg \ fa; bg
£ [£ [£ [ fbg  fbg
thus a4a3a2a1=c6c5c4c3c2c1  b3b2b1  fbgfa; c; dgff ; g; h; eg:
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Proposition 8.3. For each couple of first parts ananÿ1 . . . a1 and cscsÿ1 . . . c1. If
there is bmbmÿ1 . . . b1 tale such that ananÿ1 . . . a1  bmbmÿ1 . . . b1  cscsÿ1 . . . c1 then
one has ananÿ1 . . . a1=cscsÿ1 . . . c1  bmbmÿ1 . . . b1.
Proof. Consider the string cscsÿ1 . . . c1; one has c1  a1 \ b1 thus if our aim is to
deduce b1 we can just say that b1  c1.
However, we also have c2  b1 \ a2 [ b2 \ a1 and from this it follows
b1  c2 \ a2 since in c2 are present only elements of a1; a2; b1; b2, consequently
all the elements that belong both to c2 and a2 belong also to b1.
Moreover, one has b2  c2=b1, because all the elements of c2 that do not
belong to b1 are to belong to b2 \ a1 and thus to b2.
The previous analysis can be summarized as follows: b1  c1 [ c2 \ a2 and
b2  c2 n b1.
In a similar way one can consider c3  b1 \ a3 [ b2 \ a2 [ b3 \ a1 and
we get
b1  c1 [ c2 \ a2 [ c3 \ a3;
b2  c2 n b1 [ c3 \ a2;
b3  c3 n b1 [ b2:
In such way we get the formulas of the operation/for the first parts:
bi  gi  ci
- [iÿ1
j0
bj
 !" #
[
[s
ji1
cj \ ajÿi1
" #
;
where 16 i6 sÿ n 1 (b0 £ and ai £ for every i > n). In case [gi  U
then we reach the conclusion that gi  bi for every i, because additional ele-
ments cannot be added to the gi which, in turn, represent a partition of U . 
We note that the operation/cannot always be seen as the inverse of the
operation . Thus the following proposition, given a couple of first parts
ananÿ1 . . . a1 and cscsÿ1 . . . c1, gives us a method to verify the existence of a string
bmbmÿ1 . . . b1 such that ananÿ1 . . . a1  bmbmÿ1 . . . b1  cscsÿ1 . . . c1.
Proposition 8.4. For each couple of first parts ananÿ1 . . . a1 and cscsÿ1 . . . c1 there
is bmbmÿ1 . . . b1 such that ananÿ1 . . . a1  bmbmÿ1 . . . b1  cscsÿ1 . . . c1 if and only
if ananÿ1 . . . a1=cscsÿ1 . . . c1 is defined and ananÿ1 . . . a1  ananÿ1 . . . a1=
cscsÿ1 . . . c1  cscsÿ1 . . . c1:
Proof. If ananÿ1...a1=cscsÿ1...c1 is defined one has ananÿ1...a1ananÿ1...a1=
cscsÿ1...c1cscsÿ1...c1; then bmbmÿ1...b1 ananÿ1...a1=cscsÿ1...c1.
The inverse implication stems directly from the Proposition 8.3. 
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Example. Consider the previous examples.
 When a2a1  fa; bgfc; dg and c3c2c1  fagfb; cgfdg and a2a1=c3c2c1 
b2b1  fc; agfb; dg we compute a2a1  b2b1:
thus a2a1  b2b1  c3c2c1:
 In the other example, we have a4a3a2a1  fa; bgfc; d; egff ; ggfhg and
c6c5c4c3c2c1fbgfagfcgfegfd;f ;ggfhg, where a4a3a2a1=c6c5c4c3c2c1 b3b2b1
fbgfa;c;dgff ;g;h;eg. We compute a4a3a2a1b3b2b1:
thus
a4a3a2a1  b3b2b1  fbgfagfc; dgfegff ; ggfhg 6 c6c5c4c3c2c1:
However, if we compute a4a3a2a1=fbgfagfc; dgfegff ; ggfhg. We get:
b1  fhg [ ff ; gg [ feg  fe; f ; g; hg, b2 £ [£ [ fc; dg [ fag  fa; c; dg
and b3 £ [£ [£ [ fbg  fbg. Namely the previous result, as foreseen, by
the Proposition 8.3.
Now we are going to define a new operation, denoted by . and we show
that, provided some conditions hold, the equation AX  C, has the only
solution X  A . C.
8.4. The operation . for the attribute strings
Definition. Let A  aann aanÿ1nÿ1 . . . aa22 aa11 kA; dA;n; . . . ; dA;2; dA;1 and C  ccss ccsÿ1sÿ1 . . .
cc22 c
c1
1 kC; dC;s; . . . ; dC;2; dC;1 be two attribute strings. Then
A . C  bbsÿn1sÿn1 bbmÿ1mÿ1 . . . bb22 bb11 kB; dB;sÿn1; . . . ; dB;2; dB;1:
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If and only if ananÿ1 . . . a1=cscsÿ1 . . . c1 is defined, ananÿ1 . . . a1=cscsÿ1 . . . c1 
bmbmÿ1 . . . b1 and
ananÿ1 . . . a1 kA; dA1; dA2; . . . dAn%cscsÿ1 . . . c1 kC; dC1; dC2; . . . ; dCs
is defined and one has
ananÿ1 . . . a1 kA; dA1; dA2; . . . ; dAn%cscsÿ1 . . . c1 kC; dC1; dC2; . . . ; dCs
 bsÿn1bsÿn . . . b1 kB; dB1; dB2; . . . ; dBsÿn1:
Moreover, one has
A . UNI  UNI; U NC . A  A and A . A  UNC:
For every string A belonging to SU. In the other cases the operation is not
defined.
Proposition 8.5. For each couple of strings A and C if there is B such that
AB  C then B  A . C.
Proof. We note that the operation . arises by applying the operations / and %
to the first and second parts, respectively, hence the proof follows from
Propositions 8.1 and 8.3. 
Given A and C, the following proposition is very useful to verify whether a
string B exists such that AB  C.
Proposition 8.6. For each couple of strings A and C there is a string B such that
AB  C if and only if AA . C  C.
Proof. Immediate from Propositions 8.1 and 8.4. 
Example. Consider
A  aa44 aa33 aa22 aa11 kA; dA4; dA3; dA2; dA1
 fa; bg0:8;1;1fc; d; eg0:5;0:7;0:9ff ; gg0:2;0:4;0:6fhg0;0;0:21; 1; 1; 1; 1
and
C  cc66 cc55 cc44 cc33 cc22 cc11 kC; dC6; dC5; dC4; dC3; dC2; dC1
 fbg0:8;1;1fag0:5;0:8;0:9fcg0:4;0:6;0:7feg0:2;0:4;0:6fd; f ; gg0:1;0:2;0:4fhg0;0;0:2
 2; 1; 2; 3; 3; 2; 1:
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From previous examples one has
a4a3a2a1 kA; dA4; dA3; dA2; dA1%c6c5c4c3c2c1 kC; dC6; dC5; dC4; dC3; dC2; dC1
 b3b2b1kB; dB3; dB2; dB1  0:8; 1; 10:2; 0:4; 0:60; 0; 0:21; 1; 1; 1
and
a4a3a2a1=c6c5c4c3c2c1  b3b2b1  fbgfa; c; dgff ; g; h; eg
A . C  bb33 bb22 bb11 kB; dB3; dB2; dB1
 fbg0:8;1;1fa; c; dg0:2;0:4;0:6ff ; g; h; eg0;0;0:21; 1; 1; 1:
9. Further processing case study data
We remember that in case study we have obtained the following results as
regards the average constitution of the boys in the sample:
C  f14gbstf7gibrs;stf8; 38gntrsf4; 11grs
f2; 5; 16; 18; 19; 22; 23; 27; 31giba4;rsf3; 10; 17; 21; 24; 25; 26; 35gnta4
 f12ga4f1; 13; 29; 36gba4f6; 9; 15; 28; 30; 32; 34; 37gibw;a4f33gntw
 f20gw:
Suppose now that we look for the classification at age 15 such that the indi-
vidual 20 might attain an average constitution better than ‘‘rather weak’’.
For the sake of simplicity we just take into account the subset of individuals
1; 3; 10; 14; 20; i.e., those that most aect the classification. Let us consider the
classifications C13, C14 and C15 as starting point, then:
C13  f14gbstf3gnta4f10ga4f1gba4f20gw;
C14  f14gbstf3; 10gnta4f1ga4f20gw;
C15  f14gbstf10gnta4f3; 1ga4f20gw:
such strings can be written in full as follows:
C13  f14g0:74;0:94;0:98f3g0:26;0:46;0:66f10g0:2;0:4;0:6f1g0:16;0:32;0:52
 f20g0;0;0:21; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1;
C14  f14g0:74;0:94;0:98f3; 10g0:26;0:46;0:66f1g0:2;0:4;0:6f20g0;0;0:21; 1; 1; 1; 1;
C15  f14g0:74;0:94;0:98f10g0:26;0:46;0:66f3; 1g0:2;0:4;0:6f20g0;0;0:21; 1; 1; 1; 1
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the composition of C13 and C14 gives
C13C14  f14g0:74;0:94;0:98£0:5;0:7;0:82f3g0:4;0:6;0:74
 f10g0:32;0:49;0:65£0:22;0:37;0:55f1g0:13;0:26;0:46£0:09;0:18;0:38
 f20g0;0;0:22; 1; 2; 3; 4; 4; 3; 2; 1
 f14gbstf3giba4;rsf10gnta4f1gibw;a4f20gw
and finally:
C  C13C14C15
 f14g0:74;0:94;0:98£0:58;0:78;0:87£0:49;0:69;0:81£0:42;0:6;0:74f3; 10g0:34;0:51;0:67
£0:27;0:43;0:60£0:22;0:36;0:54f1g0:16;0:27;0:46£0:1;0:19;0:39£0:06;0:12;0:32
 f20g0;0;0:23; 1; 3; 6; 10; 13; 14; 13; 10; 6; 3; 1
 f14gbstf3; 10giba4;rsf1gibw;a4f20gw:
Thus, if our wish is that the average constitution of individuals 20 and 1 might
improve in the future, namely having the following classification:
C0  f14g0:74;0:94;0:98£0:58;0:78;0:87£0:49;0:69;0:81£0:42;0:6;0:74f3; 10g0:34;0:51;0:67
£0:27;0:43;0:60f1g0:22;0:36;0:54f20g0:16;0:27;0:46£0:1;0:19;0:39£0:06;0:12;0:32
£0;0;0:23; 1; 3; 6; 10; 13; 14; 13; 10; 6; 3; 1
the constitution of the boys at 15 would have to be C015  C13C14C0, i.e.,
C015  f14; 20g0:74;0:94;0:98f1; 10g0:26;0:46;0:66f3g0:2;0:4;0:6£0;0;0:21; 1; 1; 1; 1
 f14; 20gbstf1; 10gnta4f3ga4:
However, this result requires that the individual 20 weak at 14 would become
strong at 15 and this fact is very unlikely. Thus we should look also for another
classification at age 14, namely C014. Because
C13C14  f14g0:74;0:94;0:98£0:5;0:7;0:82f3g0:4;0:6;0:74f10g0:32;0:49;0:65
£0:22;0:37;0:55f1g0:13;0:26;0:46£0:09;0:18;0:38
 f20g0;0;0:22; 1; 2; 3; 4; 4; 3; 2; 1
we look for C014 such that
C13C014  f14g0:74;0:94;0:98£0:5;0:7;0:82f3g0:4;0:6;0:74f10g0:32;0:49;0:65
£0:22;0:37;0:55f1g0:13;0:26;0:46f20g0:09;0:18;0:38
£0;0;0:22; 1; 2; 3; 4; 4; 3; 2; 1
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and we have
C014  f14g0:74;0:94;0:98f3; 10g0:26;0:46;0:66f1; 20g0:2;0:4;0:6£0;0;0:21; 1; 1; 1; 1
 f14gbstf3; 10gnta4f1; 20ga4:
Thus we get
C015  C13C014 . C
 f14g0:74;0:94;0:98f1; 10; 20g0:26;0:46;0:66f3g0:2;0:4;0:6£0;0;0:21; 1; 1; 1; 1
 f14gbstf1; 10; 20gnta4f3ga4:
In other terms we have tried to develop a growth plan for boys 1 and 20 in
order to investigate how their average constitution can be benefically aected.
Our results can be summarized in the following table:
10. Further developments
In this section we just quote some trends for our research.
10.1. A metric space on S(U)
Our strings consist of not homogeneous quantities (sets and fuzzy numbers)
thus it is dicult to find a function able to represent the inherent complexity of
the strings. It is a hard task finding a function f such that f A 6 f B () A
6 B. It could be useful thinking to a string A  aann . . . aa22 aa11 as an array
1=kA; han; an; 1=dn; hanÿ1; anÿ1; 1=dn; . . . ; ha1; a1; 1=d1:
With hai we mean the number associated to the subset ai of U , where we
suppose that the function h is positive and strictly increasing with respect to the
cardinality of the subsets and moreover h£  0.
We note that in the n 1-ple 1=kA and di are present and this happens be-
cause our n 1-ples should agree with the definition of 6 .
Age 1 1 20 20
Actual
constitution
Programmed
constitution
Actual
constitution
Programmed
constitution
13 b[average
constitution]
b[average
constitution]
Weak Weak
14 Average
constitution
Average
constitution
Weak Average
constitution
15 Average
constitution
nt[average
constitution]
Weak nt[average
constitution]
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Now we can introduce a measure of distance for the arrays [3,22,26]. In fact,
let A  aann aanÿ1nÿ1 . . . aa22 aa11 and B  bbmm bbmÿ1mÿ1 . . . bb22 bb11 be a couple of strings and let
x1; x2; x3; . . . ; xsÿ1; xs and y1; y2; y3; . . . ; ysÿ1; ys be two associated arrays,
where s  max2  n 1; 2  m 1 and the shortest string of s is ‘‘filled up’’
with NI instead of the label, with h£ instead of the subsets, and with 0 in-
stead of 1=di.
For example, if A  a; b; f ; dtc; e; iatg; hf4; 2; 3; 2 and B 
a; b; c; e; ictf ; d; g; hntct8; 2; 2, then the corresponding arrays are: (1/4, t,
hfa; b; f ; dg, 1/2, at, hfc; e; ig, 1/3, f ; hfg; hg, 1/2) and (1/8, ct,
hfa; b; c; e; ig, 1/2, nt[ct], hff ; d; g; hg, 1/2, NI, h£).
We can also introduce a distance function on SU:
dA;B 
Xs
i1
jxi ÿ yij;
where the dierence between two labels jaÿ bj; a  w1;w2;w3 and
b  z1; z2; z3 can be interpreted as jw1 ÿ z1j  jw2 ÿ z2j  jw3 ÿ z3j and where
the labels NI and NC can be viewed, respectively, as ÿ1;ÿ1;ÿ1 and
2; 2; 2.
10.2. The weights
Once we have generated the strings to ‘‘multiply’’, we obtain a resulting
string which represents a new classification, considering all the attributes in the
same measure. In practical situation we know that frequently the influence of
an attribute on the results of the classification must be dierentiated from that
of the other attributes. We note that in [18,20] a weighting mechanism has been
introduced, however, it is not compatible with the algebraic properties of the
l-monoid and thus a new strategy should be devised.
11. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have illustrated the basic properties of an algebraic
structure and we have applied the structure to a well known case study present
in the literature. Our approach can be summarized as follows:
1. A classificationis a particular string, and more classifications can be multi-
plied by applying the operation . In such way a new classification is ob-
tained which takes into account clusters and fuzzy attributes of the initial
strings.
2. A linear ordering is present in the structure, so that strings can be compared
as regards their contents of information. Once the ordering relation is intro-
duced the structure becomes a limited distributive lattice.
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3. The structure includes special linguistic labels: Not compatible and No infor-
mation. Introducing these labels allows that the structure be endowed with a
unit element with respect to the operation  and a minimum element with
respect to the ordering. In such way the structure becomes an integral com-
mutative l-monoid.
4. We have tackled the problem of solving the equation AX  B, namely, given
a classification B and a component A, find the other component X . This kind
of problem has been rarely tackled, however it is relevant for applications.
5. Finally, the concept of relevance of a component classification with respect to
a resulting classification and the concept of absolute relevance of a string
have been introduced. The two measures of relevance give rise to the total
relevance.
The methodology has been compared with the 3-way fuzzy clustering one
and the results are encouraging. Our approach introduces a suitable framework
in the field of soft computing and it appears as a tool flexible and powerful for
data processing in fuzzy environments. We think that it is important to place
the research for classification algorithms in a suitable theoretical framework.
Appendix A
the associated list is
thus
dtallfatagile;1  1 dtallfatagile;2  3 dtallfatagile;3  6 dtallfatagile;4  8
dtallfatagile;5  8 dtallfatagile;6  6 dtallfatagile;7  3 dtallfatagile;8  1
1 2 3 3 2 1 â
1 1 1 
1 2 3 3 2 1
1 2 3 3 2 1 –
1 2 3 3 2 1 –
1 3 6 8 8 6 3 1
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and
ktallfatagile  ktallfat  kagile  2 1  3
for the second parts one has:
a1;1 dtallfat;1 dagile;1 ktallfat a1kagile b1
1120;0;0:210;0;0:2 0;0;0:40;0;0:2 0;0;0:6;
a1;21120;0;0:210:2;0:4;0:6 0;0;0:40:2;0:4;0:6
 0:2;0:4;1;
a1;31120;0;0:210:5;0:7;0:9 0;0;0:40:5;0:7;0:9
 0:5;0:7;1:3;
a2;12120:1;0:2;0:410;0;0:220:2;0:4;0:80;0;0:2
20:2;0:4;1 0:4;0:8;2;
a2;22120:1;0:2;0:410:2;0:4;0:620:2;0:4;0:8
0:2;0:4;0:620:4;0:8;1:4 0:8;1:6;2:8
20:2;0:4;1 0:4;0:8;2;
a2;32120:1;0:2;0:410:5;0:7;0:920:2;0:4;0:8
0:5;0:7;0:920:7;1:2;1:7 1:4;2:4;3:4;
a3;13120:28;0:41;0:5810;0;0:230:56;0:82;1:16
0;0;0:230:56;0:82;1:36 1:68;2:46;4:08;
a3;23120:28;0:41;0:5810:2;0:4;0:630:56;0:82;1:16
0:2;0:4;0:630:76;1:22;1:76 2:28;3:66;5:28;
a3;33120:28;0:41;0:5810:5;0:7;0:930:56;0:82;1:16
0:5;0:7;0:931:06;1:52;2:06 3:18;4:56;6:18;
a4;13120:41;0:58;0:7110;0;0:230:82;1:16;1:42
0;0;0:230:82;1:16;1:62 2:46;3:48;4:86;
a4;23120:41;0:58;0:7110:2;0:4;0:630:82;1:16;1:42
0:2;0:4;0:631:02;1:56;2:22 3:06;4:68;6:66;
a4;33120:41;0:58;0:7110:5;0:7;0:930:82;1:16;1:42
0:5;0:7;0:931:32;1:86;2:52 3:96;5:58;7:56;
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a5;12120:57;0:77;0:8710;0;0:221:14;1:54;1:74
0;0;0:221:14;1:54;1:942:28;3:08;3:88;
a5;22120:57;0:77;0:8710:2;0:4;0:621:14;1:54;1:74
0:2;0:4;0:621:34;1:94;2:342:68;3:88;4:68;
a5;32120:57;0:77;0:8710:5;0:7;0:921:14;1:54;1:74
0:5;0:7;0:921:64;2:24;2:643:28;4:48;5:28;
a6;11120:8;1;110;0;0:21:6;2;20;0;0:21:6;2;2:2;
a6;21120:8;1;110:2;0:4;0:61:6;2;20:2;0:4;0:6
1:8;2:4;2:6;
a6;31120:8;1;110:5;0:7;0:91:6;2;20:5;0:7;0:9
2:1;2:7;2:9;
thus we get
c1ktallfatkagiledtallfatagile;1ÿ1a1;131ÿ10;0;0:61=30;0;0:6
0;0;0:2F;
c21=90:2;0:4;10:4;0:8;21=90:6;1:2;30:06;0:133;0:33
ibF;AV;
c31=181:68;2:46;4:080:4;0:8;20:5;0:7;1:30:14;0:22;0:41
ibF;AV;
c41=242:46;3:48;4:862:28;3:66;5:281:4;2:4;3:4
0:25;0:39;0:56AV;
c50:355;0:54;0:73ibAV;V;
c60:45;0:63;0:8bV;
c70:5;0:76;0:87ntV;
c80:7;0:9;0:96ibV;CV;
finally one has
tallfatagile £ibV;CV£ntVfggbVfd; f gibAV;V
 fa; b; c; egAV£ibF;AV£ibF;AV£F3; 1; 3; 6; 8; 8; 6; 3; 1:
Consider
A  fc; ggCVdVfb; e; f gAVfagF;
and
B  fggCVfa; d; e; f gAVfb; cgF;
C  AB  fggCV£AVfc; dgibAV;Vfe; f gAVfa; bgibF;AV£F:
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Appendix B
lCA 
X
j1;...;4
X
k1;...;6
pjk ÿ pj2;
p1  #fag=6  1=6;
p2  #fb; e; f g=6  3=6  1=2;
p3  1=6;
p4  1=3;
p1;1  #fag \£  0 p2;1  0 p3;1  0 p4;1  0
p1;2  #fag \ fa; bg  1 p2;2  1 p3;2  0 p4;2  0
p1;3  #fag \ fe; f g  0 p2;3  2 p3;3  0 p4;3  0
p1;4  0 p2;4  0 p3;4  1 p4;4  1
p1;5  0 p2;5  0 p3;5  0 p4;5  0
p1;6  0 p2;6  0 p3;6  0 p4;6  1
thus
lCA  0ÿ 1=62  1ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62
 0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=22  1ÿ 1=22  2ÿ 1=22  0ÿ 1=22
 0ÿ 1=22  0ÿ 1=22  0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62
 1ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=32  0ÿ 1=32
 0ÿ 1=32  1ÿ 1=32  0ÿ 1=32  1ÿ 1=32
 1=36 25=36 1=36 1=36 1=36 1=36 1=4 1=4 9=4
 1=4 1=4 1=4 1=36 1=36 1=36 25=36 1=36 1=36
 1=9 1=9 1=9 4=9 1=9 4=9
 5=6 7=2 5=6 4=3  6:5
while lCB  5:5.
p1  1=3; p2  2=3; p3  1=6;
p1;1  0 p2;1  0 p3;1  0
p1;2  1 p2;2  1 p3;2  0
p1;3  0 p2;3  2 p3;3  0
p1;4  1 p2;4  1 p3;4  0
p1;5  0 p2;5  0 p3;5  0
p1;6  0 p2;6  0 p3;6  1
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thus
lCB  0ÿ 1=32  1ÿ 1=32  0ÿ 1=32  1ÿ 1=32  0ÿ 1=32
 0ÿ 1=32  0ÿ 2=32  1ÿ 2=32  2ÿ 2=32  1ÿ 2=32
 0ÿ 2=32  0ÿ 2=32  0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62
 0ÿ 1=62  0ÿ 1=62  1ÿ 1=62
 1=9 4=9 1=9 4=9 1=9 1=9 4=9 1=9 16=9 1=9
 4=9 4=9 1=36 1=36 1=36 1=36 1=36 25=36
 4=3 10=3 5=6  5:5:
Appendix C
qB :
X
i1;...;nÿ1
X
ji1;...;n
jai ÿ ajj
 j0ÿ 0:2j  j0ÿ 0:4j  j0:2ÿ 0:6j  j0ÿ 0:8j  j0ÿ 1j  j0:2ÿ 1j
 j0:2ÿ 0:8j  j0:4ÿ 1j  j0:6ÿ 1j
 1 2:6 1:6  5:2
thus
3  2  4
2  5:2  2:3
and qB  2=parctg2:3  0:73:
Finally one has RCB  lCB  qB  5:5  0:73  4:01:
Appendix D
(i) Consider the string A  fb; dg0:8;0:9;1fa; e; cg0:5;0:6;0:7ff g0:4;0:5;0:62; 1; 2; 1
resulting from the composition of other strings.
We getX
i1;...;nÿ1
X
ji1;...;n
jai ÿ ajj  j0:6ÿ 0:7j  j0:5ÿ 0:6j  j0:4ÿ 0:5j
 j0:6ÿ 1j  j0:5ÿ 0:9j  j0:4ÿ 0:8j
 j0:7ÿ 1j  j0:6ÿ 0:9j  j0:5ÿ 0:8j
 0:3 1:2 0:9  2:4
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thus
3  2  2 1 2 1
2  2:4 
36
4:8
 7:5
and qA  2=p  arctg7:5  0:915:
Consider now A  fb; dg0:6;0:65;0:7fa; e; cg0:5;0:6;0:7ff g0:4;0:5;0:64; 1; 2; 1. We
have X
i1;...;nÿ1
X
ji1;...;n
jai ÿ ajj  j0:6ÿ 0:7j  j0:5ÿ 0:6j  j0:4ÿ 0:5j
 j0:6ÿ 0:7j  j0:5ÿ 0:65j  j0:4ÿ 0:6j
 j0:7ÿ 0:7j  j0:6ÿ 0:65j  j0:5ÿ 0:6j
 0:3 0:45 0:15  0:9
thus
3  2  4 1 2 1
2  0:9 
48
1:8
 26:6
and qA  2=p  arctg26:6  0:97:
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